


































































 of "The English 
Patient," reads 
from  his work 





 at Camera 3 
Cinemas  in conversation 

















 of killing 
his  
parents in 1992, 
used  his opening 
statement Wednesday to 
describe  his 
client as incapable of committing the 
crime. 
"This isn't just another
 crime, 
another murder," said Public
 
Defender John Vaughn, who is rep-
resenting Scott 
White. "It's a case 
involving  the deaths of the two peo-
ple who gave 
my
 client life." 
Jon White Jr. and 
his brother, 
Scott  White, are accused of 
the
 May 
1992 killing of 
their parents, Jon 
White Sr. and Shirley 
White. 
Vaughn said 




 his mother and 
enjoyed
 the time he spent working 
on cars with his father, he said. 
"You will learn that, when push 
came to shove, he loved his family," 
Vaughn said. "Without fail, (witness-
es) talk 
about Scott as a likable, 
happy-go-lucky,  young man." 
Like the 
attorney
 for Jon. Vaughn 
detailed the history
 of violence and 
abuse in the White 
family brought 
about  by Jon Sr.'s drinking. 
"When Jon 
Sr. was sober, he was 




was  a mean, vicious, 
vio-
lent, 
ugly  drunk." 
According 
to Vaughn, Jon Sr. 
threw  chairs at 
Scott,
 breaking his 
nose, because 
he didn't like his son's 
handwriting;  rammed 
his son's head 
into the bathroom
 sink because he 
didn't like the 
way the boy 
was 
brushing  his teeth; 
and dragged his 
son out into
 the backyard and beat 
him with a 
crescent  wrench because 
he burnt 
toast. 
Scott  was not 
involved
 in the 
murder 
of his parents, Vaughn said. 
He fell asleep in his car outside a 
friend's house while 






















By Kimberly Lemke 





 author of the
 best-selling 
novel, "The 
English  Patient," 
awed  an audience 
of
 1,100 into 
silence  at his 
reading








for  the Center 
for Literary 




 been much 
better. 
"It is simply awe
 inspiring to 










 said. "I am 
just ecstatic that 
this  







 while most 
commonly  known 
as a 
novelist, is also 
widely
 respected as a poet, 
mem-
oir
 writer and documentary 
film maker in 
Canada. His 
1992 work, which was 
recently 
made into a 
movie with the same title, has since 
brought the author 
worldwide  fame. The film, 
written and directed by 
Anthony
 Minghella and 
produced by Saul Zaentz, 
was the recipient of 
nine 
Academy
 Awards, including Best Picture
 
honors. 
The multi -faceted 
artist said that he didn't 
have a true 
preference between the different art 
forms he works within. 
"I think you can blend 
all of the different 
forms to 
a certain point," Ondaatje said.
 "If I 
had to 
choose,
 I guess I prefer writing 
because
 it 
costs so much 




 members seemed  
mesmerized by 
Ondaatje, whose 
relatively  soft-spoken 
speech,  
highlighted
 by his accent,





 seemed to 
many to 
bring the topics and 
characters in his 
writing to life 
while  he read. 
Other than the 
occasional  outburst 
of
 chuck-
les from the 
crowd during 







 Ondaatje to flow 
from  one liter-
ary work to another. 
Alan 
Soldofsky,  director for 
the  Center for 
Literary Arts 
called  Ondaatje, "one
 of the major 
literary 
figures
 of our era," in his
 introduction of 
the author 
and later said he felt 
that  hearing the 
author speak 
for himself added to 
his  own appre-
ciation of his work. 
"Michael  is very 
cognizant
 of how his art 
sounds 
vocally,"  Soldofslcy said. 
"Hearing  him 
See 
Ondaatje,




canoe  flies  
An 85 lb.. concrete canoe is thrust
 airborne by members of the SJSU 
civil engineering 
department,
 who applied theories from school to create a 
mixture of concrete that is 
lighter than water but stronger than sidewalk 
PHOTO BY DAVE LUCHANBKY  Spartan Daily 
concrete. The department
 recently won the American Society of Civil 
Engineering and 
Master  Builders Inc. regional canoeing competition with 
their creation
 and will compete nationally in June. 
By Puna Nair 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Imagine building 




 on Lake Natoma in 
Sacramento. 
Imagine winning the race for the first 
time in 23 years. 
That is 
what  30 San Jose State 
University civil engineering students 
accomplished. They 
canoed  their way 
into victory by winning the second place 
at the 1997 
Mid -Pacific Regional 
Conference  Sunday. 
The two-day competition, which 
began 
Saturday,  was held at Sacramento 
State University and
 involved explaining 
the construction of and 
racing of con-
crete canoes. 
Yes, you heard it right. The canoes 
had 




but  the materials used were 
anything but light. 
According to Ryan 
Cayabyab,  project 
engineer and 
designer  for SpartAttack, 
some of the 
materials  used included 
cement, fly ash and ceramic macrosh-
peres (components needed for concrete 
mixture). 
The 19 -foot canoe weighs 85 pounds 
and is 
painted
 yellow with royal blue to 
showcase the official colors of SJSU. 
Cayabyab, a civil engineering senior, 
said the whole project took eight months 
(about 885 person hours) to complete. 
"We slept, ate, and did most of our work 
in the lab. It was our goal to win from 
the beginning." 
Fund Raising Chair Karina Saryani 
See 




Specials'  fire 
emotions  
By Jan Seshadri 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer 
Though more than 30 cities in California are 
engaging in 
something,  is it legal ? 
District 3 





the issue is the 
"Saturday  
Night Specials" ban 
law that was passed by San 
Jose City 
Council
 on Sept. 17 and became effec-
tive Jan. I. 







































 Pandori said. 
The 
California Attorney
 General, Dan 
Lundgren, could 




another  aspect 
of the law that
 might invoke 
protest  is its name,
 
according
 to Grass -Roots
 Coordinator of 
the  
National Rifle 
Association,  Ed Worley, 
who  
works out 
of the Sacramento office.
 
"The term 'Saturday
 Night Specials' is 
racist," Worley
 said. "In the 
past, southern 
whites  used that term 
for inexpensive handguns
 
sold to Al rican 




firearms,  why can't they just 
call them 'handguns' ?" 





there's no logic 
to
 what these cities 




lithe cities are under 
the impression 
that  










to sell the guns 
at flat, higher 
price, Worley 
said.  To simply till 
these hand-
guns "unsafe" is wrong, Worley said. 
According to the Bureau of 
Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms, eight out of 10 firearms 
most frequently traced nationally to crime 
scenes in 1995
 were
 Saturday Night Specials or 
junk guns. These weapons 
are  small, lightweight 
and concealable firearms that are dangerous 
because of their poor construction. 
According to 
the  University of California, 
Davis Violence Prevention Research Program, 
See Guns,






By Mark (beide! 
Spartan Daily Staff
 Writer 
There's a new "Bunny" in the 
Warner Bros. family. 
SJSU  Professor Alice "Bunny" 
Carter, a coordinator of a joint 
Warner 
Bros./California  State 
University art program, is the 1996-
97 Outstanding Professor on Friday 
at the 
Student Honors Convocation. 
Caner, 
who got her nickname from  
being born on Faster, 
is also the act-








 art and design. 




Professor "It's a great feeling, but it's 
kind of intimidating 
because
 there's a 
lot of outstanding teachers here.
 
"I'm representing a lot of OW 
standing teachers, so I'm honored." 
Caner, in her I 6th year at SJSU, is 
an award -winning professional illus-
trator and an elected member of the 
New York Society of Illustrators and a 
participant in the SJSU Institute
 for
 
Teaching and Learning 
Teacher/Scholar Program. 
"(Caner) is just a dynamo," said 
Sylvia Hutchinson, SJSU's interim 




Caner has recently embarked on 
her
 new Warner Bros. project at 
SJSU. She was selected as the facul-
ty/coordinator 
of a pilot course in 
animation, the Acme Virtual 
Training Network. The program
 is 





is the first program
 




 The project 
will involve a virtual 
classroom  for 
( :arter's students in her I )ocurnentary 
Illustration classes, where the students 
can receive inputs 
and watch demon-







Carter plans to 
show  a video 
describing the upstart -interactive pro 
gram with Warner Bros. at the 
Student Honors Convocation. 
l'he
 convocation will honor I ,I 30 
students for academic 
merit;
 1,014 
students honored for making
 the
 
Deans' Scholars list (at least a 3.65 
See Honorees, page 12 
"It's terrific. 
It's a 









lot  of 
outstanding  
teachers  here." 
 

































Clark  was 
attacked. 
Clark's  head 
was 
rammed against
 a wall and 
his body 
repeat-
edly kicked and 
punched. He was
 left by his 
assailants 
unconscious,  barely alive.
 
Ixnard  Clark is 
a 13 -year -old 
black boy 
who 
lives in an area
 of Chicago 
notorious for
 
racial  tension 
and division.





white.  What is 
surprising,  even
 disturbing,





 men in 
white  
hoods.  They 
were









but how do 
young  boys learn
 how to 
hate the color
 of another 
boys skin so 
badly 
they would try













 this country has tried to mend
 
the divisions between races. 
We 




have holidays all centered
 on coming togeth-
er to heal the 







pitting, throwing punches, using empty bottles as 
weapons, pelting 
enemies with household batteries 
.. 
Sounds like a bar room 
brawl,  right? 
Wrong.
 This is simply a partial 
list of activities fans at 
professional athletic 
events have engaged 
in recently to 
exercise their
 disdain for whatever
 seems to be irking 
them on a 
particular  day. 
What happened
 to the days of taking
 junior out to the 
ball  game for 
some
 good or 
wholesome  fun? 
Of 
course,
 times have 
changed
 and so have the 
sports 
themselves.
 Now players 
score  multi -million 
dollar deals 
before 
demonstrating  their 
talents
 and fans shell 
out hun-
dreds of 







Yet  it seems 
these
 reasons 
cannot be cited 
as




increases  in fan 
hostility. 
Speculation




causes  of this 


























 I am 
convinced  
that 
if fans drank less 
alcohol, there 





know anyone who 




 fan I'll he 
referring




Drinker  Bob shows up 
at the ballpark, sports
 
arena  or field three hours
 early to party with 




 away a few 
brewskis" 
with  his pals. 
By 
the time Bob gets to his 
scat
 for the game, he's 
already pretty
 plastered. But hey, 
what's  a game without 
A brew or two? 
Bob then proceeds 
to drink a few more
 aloholic bev-







 the refs for every call
 they make, legiti-
Male 
or not, thus disturbing
 all fans around 
him. 
Ile also 
gets tip every five 
minutes
 to go to the bath-
room,
 obstructing the view and
 spilling his millionth 
glass
 of beer on the 





near  Bob gets 
angry  
enough 
at his disturbances 




 everyone Can relate








about die time when 
intoxicated fans at a 
December 1995 Raiders





batteries. liallefieS ... 




 to be more responsible




 from sporting events 
is not the  
answer, fan 
responsibility  is. If 
spectators
 feel part of 
attending
 a game includes




Yet it is only reasonable
 to expect, as a 
fellow  sports 
Ian. that 
my
 viewing pleasure 
should  not be inhibited 
by 
Beer
 Drinker Bob or 
any  other drunk. 
So to all you 
"Bobs"  out there, 
beware.
 
'Elie next nose you 




 you will wish you
 hadn't 
Hey, I'll he sure to wave as 
the security guards drag 
you 
away







Kimberly  Lambe 
is













 his F.aster address, President
 Clinton 
counseled
 that this nation's 
future "depends 
upon laying down
 the bitter fruits of 
hatred 
and lifting up 




 and our common
 humanity." 
We must begin by teaching

















love,  and appreciate
 
differences.  
I he care of children shapes the lives and atti-
tudes of future
 adult citizens. 
We must be careful not to pass 
on
 mised-
ucation and stereotypes concerning race to 
children. 
Racism is not always evidenced by physi-
cal violence. It includes discrimination, big-
oted remarks and 
off-color
 jokes. Many of us 
are guilty of this sort of' racism. 
'Ehe times when we feel the 
most  intoler-
ant or 
emotionally  upset toward others are 
the times 
we
 must be ready 








here appears to be a reluctance on 
the part of humans who delay taking 
proper safety precautions to ensure 
else safety
 
of themselves and their loved ones 
when they live in high -risk areas  areas 






who  think ahead apply 
storm windows in the winter. 
Southwesterners  have basements in 
which 
to hide when tornadoes strike. Southern 
Californians wear gas masks and bullet-
proof 
clothing whenever
 they leave their 
homes. 
We'll take precautions against ourselves 
by making our 
homes  impenetrable 
fortresses by installing electronic security systems. 
We'll purchase handguns to "neutralize" invaders, 
and we'll train dogs to bark and attack. 
Yet
 we are unmotivated to prepare for when nature 
threatens to be deadly. 
Only those who've truly lost  irreplaceable treasured 
heirlooms and loved ones to earthquakes, tornadoes, 
hurricanes and floods speak the loudest about prepared-
ness, but the evidence of their losses doesn't seem to be 
enough to those of us who've yet to low anything 
Their cries of warning have only motivated 
Hollywood to produce disaster Ricks. It began with 
"Towering Inferno." which pitied man against non -sen-
tient enemy: fire. 
Other disaster Ricks succeeding in only making 
money rather than prompting us to take precautions 
were about airports in chaos, killer insects overrunning 
villages or nuclear Armageddon. 
The disaster flick genre was re -ignited in 1993 with 
the movie, "Jurassic Park," which was based too loosely 
on crisis novelist Michael Crichton's novel about man's 
irresponsibility
 in trying to control nature. 
Now attempting to 
entertain  
its
 while spotlighting 
our foolishness for choosing 
to live in
 high -risk
 parts of 
the world are 
"Twister" (also by Crichton), 
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to the Spartan 
Daly. 











\Villidni  .1 
eske 
We pay 
good  money and spend a 
couple
 hours to marvel at these com-
puter -generated antagonists, but we 
aren't moved to allot the same funds 
toward preparedness to avoid the reali-
ty the movies only emulate. 
too,  
am guilty of this practice. 
Recently, 1 spent a little le.ss than $30 
to purchase a gallery screen saver 
called "Severe Weather." Money that 
could have gone toward fresher batter-
ies for my emergency
 radio and smoke 
detector went toward 
prettying  up my 
PC's monitor with 
photographs
 of tor-
nadoes and lightening bolts. 
It's been 
screamed  before, and 
we'll 
be warned again: Don't wait until it 
happens  to keep 
yourself  safe. 
As Californians,
 nature's favorite reminder 
of
 how 
fragile  we  are is to rattle
 the ground. Mother 
Native 
reserves the wetter,





 states, but that
 doesn't give us 
the excuse to 
assume  our quakes  are
 tamer in 
comparison.  
Floods  can last for
 weeks, hurricanes
 and tornadoes 
a 
few 
hours,  but our quakes
 can last fewer 
than 60 sec-
onds. 
For some reason, we 
seem to think that 
if
 it's 
small, it's harmless. 
Seeing disasters from 
afar




deadly  storms disguised as art 
for computer sales) 
may seem beautiful 
and awesome, but our 
Fascination
 
with them and our 
pig-headedness  not to prepare for 
them will most likely result
 in our lives being a disaster 
 especially 
when our choice to live where we do 
results in our homes and Cypress structures crushing 
down on us. 
Opinion 
page 
William Jerks' is the 
Spartan
 Daily Features Editor. 
His column 
appears





































all play a 
greater
 part in 


























































girls  told 
their  story 
of how 
they  had 
been  
leading




























year.  Nearly 
75 percent
















in San Jose, 



























When needs are 
not 
met, we instinctively
 set out to 
meet  them." 
I have been
 able to witness 
the results of poor 
parenting  
because 
I  have worked in the 
mental health 
field  for six 
yea  
Abraham 
Maslow  gives us examples of a 
Hierarchy
 of 
Humanistic lumanistic Psychologist 
Needs: (Levels from




 needs: food, clothing, 
shelter  
2. 






needs:  acceptance and belonging, 
confiden-
tial relationships with someone, trusting
 and sharing 
with 
others  
4. Achievement needs: confidence, self-esteem, feel-
ing needed 





are in denial or just lack 
effective parenting 
skills and blame their children for their
 failures. 
Parenting is not easy, and 
extreme negligence of the 
above could produce further consequences
 









fend for themselves  while
 she
 went
 out and 
partied with 
her 




















always shipping  them










When  she was 






























have  to 














 No wonder her kids and 
other  kids in sim-
ilar 
situations







outcome  of 
these
 kids' 
future,  and 
they most 
likely,
 if they are lucky,
 will end 





 kids at -risk, which 
could be 
used as a 
stepping
 stone 
to help them 
rebuild  









it is not 
entirely  the 
kids'
 fault  it 
whaidtht:shestaplesonmt.ewhere,
 and 























 wtth a letter le 
the Edllor or 
(:ampus 
Viewpoint, 
A letter t,, the 






mom or point 





















































 Hoorn 209. 
sent
 in fan 
in,i4014i
 924-3237






School  of 
Journaham  
and  Maas 
Communications,


























lavnient. do not 
noce.ominly
 reflect 
fi-v ,4 rfic 
,ttokrt.tri
 











upset  and frus 
trued





 editorial of April 1i 
("Morrison,  Brennan need to 
move
 on -1 
contained  so 
much 
misinformation,  
I had to 
respond.
 rhere are areas of 
Lee's 
editorial that 















it was the 































After  plastering 
Pacific 
by 20 
points,  the 














saw  battle, their
 reward WAS 
to face 
number  two seed 
Utah  Slate in 
the finals. 




 Then in 




































































































 was not 



















year was the 
wpaoyrikift!'  for seven 
























































what  it 


































































































































































 must have a 
"YES -WE -
CAN"




improvement and have the 



















 high energy, 
unselfish,
 team 














If these characteristics 
describe you, 
then  you 




























ment.  Data entry and 
tabulation



























































reporting, and article 
compilation.
 Travel 
may be necessary 
MS
-105  
We offer a 
competitive  salary and 






Please send résumé and 
cover 
letter  with E-mail 
address
 to: 
700 Gale Dr. Suite 200 
MS-(  ) 







from page 1 
read his own 
work  helps us catch the 
nuances  of what he is really writing 
about. His 
voice creates the 'music' 
for  his work." 
"His book had so much more 
meaning 
when
 he read it," said 
Brendan Ryan, a former SJSU stu-
dent. "It was enriching..,  the way
 he 





some of his older poetry, 





in tribute to fellow verse writer, b.p. 
Nichol. He continued the one hour 
and 15 minute reading with selec-
tions from several of his other novels, 
including his memoir, "Running in 
the Family," and his 1987 novel, "In 
the Skin of Lion." 
He Finished out the night by read-
ing from the crowd's apparent 
favorite
 Ondaatje
 work, "The English 
Patient." 
Ondaatje's reading opened 
the
 
1996-97 Major Authors Series for 
the Center for Literary Arts at San 
Jose State University.
 
He is the 
eleventh artist invited as a Martha 

















 8 A in,  14, 
lecture series is sponsored by Cox, a 
former SJSU English professor.
 Cox 
said she wanted to 
give students 




 students get 
something they don't get in the class-
room," Cox said. "I gave the
 money 
Co bring these wonderful authors to 
San Jose State, a state university that 
normally doesn't
 have the money to 
bring in major artists. I insisted
 the 
lectures be 
free so students can always 
attend."
 




 answering the audience's ques-
tions. The inquiries 
centered around 
the book upon which
 the Academy -
award winning movie
 was based. 
"Books 









 the film, but














today  at 9 
a.m. at a 
breakfast 
conversation  at 
the Camera 
3 Cafe in 
downtown  at 





























 support group 
meets today
 
The Women's Resource Center will hold 
a women's support group from 
1:30 p.m. to 
3 
p.m.  every Thursday in 
the Administration 
Building
 Room 2228. For
 more informa-






-winning SJSU Latin Jazz 
Ensemble
 will be showing off its 
spicy  licks 
tonight at 
7:30
 p.m. in the SJSU concert 
hall. The jazz 
ensemble,  directed by Daniel 
Sabanovich, will also be 
hosting  the Fresno 
City College Latin Jazz Ensemble. 
Suggested 
donations
 will be 85 general admission and 
83 







'ale Student Occupational "Eherapy 
Association is celebrating National 
Occupational Therapy this month. Call 
SOFA
 at 924-2 1 1 8 for more details. 
Summer Bridge 
Application Deadline 
The Summer Bridge Program's applica-
tion deadlines for residential advisor, math 
instructor and math facilitators is Friday. 
Drop off applications at 
Wahlquist
 Central 
Room 202. Contact Student Development 
Services at 924-2575 for more information. 
Art Galleries 
'Else School of Art and Design will have 
student gallery shows in Galleries 2, 3, 5 and 




Participate in Campus 
Crusade for Christ 
"Nightlife" by Campus Crusade for 
Christ, will be held 
at 8 p.m. every Thursday 
in the Almaden Room in the Student Union. 
Call Eddie Zacapa at 923-2656 for more 
information. 
See you at the movies 
I,c
 Cercle Francais will 
hold






































 on the Roof" 
at 7 
p.m.  today in 




dance  practice 
today 
The 
Akbayan  Club will 
have a Folk 
Dance Practice from 











Hispanic Business Association 
will 




the Student Union Council 
Chambers.  Call 
Maribel at 294-3667 for more 
information.  
Future lawyers meet 
The Pre -Law Club 




p.m.  today at the 
Student Union 
Council Chambers. 
Everyone  is welcome. 
Call







Department  of 
Meteorology  is 
sponsoring Dr. 
Wendell  Nuss from 
Naval 
Post  Graduate 
School
 in Monterey, 
who  will 
deliver his speech 
at noon today at 
Duncan  
Hall
 Room 615. 
The  event is 
wheelchair  
accessible.  Individuals 
needing
 sign language 






















for  all new 
and interested
 members at 6:30
 p.m. today 
in the
 Business Classroom











I he meeting is




 of the 
Student 
Union. Call Vince 





































































p.m.  to 5 
p.m.























"Design  your 
own
 internship" 
today at 1:30 
p.m. at the 
Guadalupe  Room 
in the Student 
Union.  Call the 
Career Resource
 Center at 
924-6033  






I he Spartan Scuba 
Dive  Club will hold a 
meeting  on the 
upcoming dive
 today at noon
 
at
 SPX 77. 
Call
 Sonya at 






Campus  Ministry will hold 
Daily Mass 
today from 
12:05 p.m. to 
12:30 
p.m. at John XXIII 
Center,  across from the 
SJSU Theatre.
 Call Ginny at 





Men's Health Fair today 
The fair will he held from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. in the Student Union. Call Dr. Oscar 
Battle at 924-6117 for 
more
 information. 
Compiled by Jana Seshadri 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 







HILLS,  Calif (AP)  
Humphrey 
Bogart once dined 
at 
Chasen's, as did Jimmy 
Stewart, 
Dorothy [amour
 and Ronald Reagan. 
Alas, this old favorite of 
Ilollywood celebrilks 
closed
 its doors 
two years 
ago.  
Now,  Texas developer 
Grady 
Sanders  
with  the help of local 
investors 
 is scheduled to reopen
 






menu is for everyone. 
After
 all, especially in health -con-
scious Southern California, who has a 
hunger for
 salt -encrusted Hobo steak, 
buttered cheese toast
 and sauteed 
calves





 re-create the 










































































































 - 1:00piii 
 
Learn  admissions 
requirements 
 Attend a 
sample  law 
class 




 alumni, & 
students 
Lincoln
 law School 
is
 accredited by 
the Committee 
of Bar Examiners
 of the 
State 
Bar of California
 and offers 
evening  classes 

















 three years in 
the Army,
 your college loan 
could 
be
 a thing of the past. 
Under  the Army's 
Loan 
Repayment program, each 
year  you serve on 
active duty 
reduces your 
indebtedness  by 








applies  to Perkins Loans, 
Stafford
 Loans 
and  certain other federally insured loans
 which are not 
in default. 
And this is just the first of 
many benefits the Army 
will give you. Get the whole story 
from







ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Thursday,
 April 
































Center is to be 
planted. 
The  garden, 










place  where all can 
come to 











a Spartan Daily 
Implanting culture 
Bricks are placed at 
the 
altar  








 two to three 
years to complete 
and  began 
today 
with the planting 
of a single 




 from page 1 
traced nationally to crime 
scenes in 
1995 were Saturday Night Specials or 
junk guns. These weapons 
are  small, 
lightweight and concealable firearms 
that are dangerous because of their 
poor
 construction. 
According to the University of 
California, Davis Violence
 
Prevention  Research Program, 
Saturday Night Specials
 are three to 
four times more 
likely  to be involved 





April  1996. 
221 homicides 




out  of which 109 
(90 percent) 
were 







under  the age of 
24.  




the age of 






Moreover, anyone interested its
 pur-
chasing a firearm, has to undergo at 
least three FBI 
background  checks, 
before becoming 
eligible
 to buy one, 
Worley  said. 
The Senior 
Deputy
 City Attorney 
Carl Mitchell said 
other  cities in the 
state, like Oakland 
and West 
Hollywood, have
 passed similar ordi-








 after the city 
passed  
the ordinance last 
April  and the main 
reason the group cited 
was: the State's 
exclusive  right 
to pass this 









trial  court 
answered
 the ques-
tion of the 
lawsuit  by ruling 
that  "the 
issue is not 
pre-empted




 that means 







tots rol I 11,11111S. 
The case is under appeal now 
in 
Superior (.01Iri. According to 
Mitchell, this 
ease  will set a precedent 
for the "junk guns" issue 
statewide, 
but it has to litst reach the Appellate 
Court before 
an opinion is heard, 
which could 
take up to a year. 
Vice mayor
 of San Jose and 
District 4 Councilmember 
Margie 
Fernandes
 biought this issue 
to the 
attention of 
the t lie MIK II 
swing this bill. 
"That's not true," said Fernandes, 
referring to the illegality of the ordi-
nance. "It's totally legal." 
What prompted Fernandes
 to 
introduce this bill was that she said 
San Jose has been hit with so much 
r rinse and violence
 that she felt local 
government 
should
 do everything in 
its 
power  to make the city sakr for its 
citizens and law 
enforcement °III, ials. 
"The 
groundwork's
 been done and 
we're going ahead 
with it.  said 
Sergeant Larry 
Weir  of the San Jose 
Police 
Department.  At toding to 
Weir,
 even though laws AO  uniform 
throughout
 the state, there should be 
some
 kind of cohesiveness when it 
comes to °Miriam es that t itics want 
II) rms. 
Weir said the 
initial roster, con-
taining a list 
of more than 70 hand-
guns, was distributed




ii tip to the 
procedure. them  
Ic 






It gives I lii fellers and 











&IV S to 
schedule





chief of police 
to 
pokkh  the 
linAl list. 
According to 
Weir,  the response 
period is going on now
 and the 
derailment 
Isis already re,
 rived ittuti 
plaints from lour manufacturers.1 he 
list is not public information yet 
because  it's not final. No licensed gun 
dealer can sell, offer 
or display for 
sale, give, lend or transfer ownership
 
of any firearm listed on the roster of 
any 
weapon
 on the list, Weir said. 
The manager of the gun depart-
ment in a San lose 
sports store, who 
did not want to go on record or reveal 
his name.  said 
the  initial list is not a 
fair one. Because of the extensive 
media intervention in this 
issue  and 
all the controversy surrounding it, the 
manager said he 
did not want to com-
ment on it. 
NJ Pt) spokesman John Carrillo said 
law enfincement officers need to edu-







I. II% or 
loLality has its own 
needs,  San 
ft 
se 
formed its own list 
of guns, not relsittg 
on the ones the other cities published. 
" I'his ban will certainly reduce the
 
availability of these 
guns," said Sgt. 
Weir. 
"If we can get a single gun off the 
street, it will 
make a difference," 
Fernandes said."
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study  (stud 
0. noun,
 1. a 
room
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By Terri K. Milner 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
The
 man known 
to art house 
moviegoers 
as
 "Silent Bob" 
sure knows how
 to tell a talc. 
Kevin 
"Silent  Bob" 
Smith,  writer, 
director and
 actor in 
"Clerks,"  
(which 
earned  a cult 
following  seem-
ingly 




 as quickly) 
has 
entered
 a new 
realm with 
"Chasing  Amy"  
that of the dra-
matic.  





Jersey trilogy is 
as provocative and irrevcrant as ever. 
TO borrow a line from the movie, 
"The big bucks are in dick and fat 
jokes." 
Assuming that to he the casc, 
then this flick should be a smash. 
The movie revolves around 
Alyssa, Holden and 
Banky,  played by 
Joey Lauren Adams, Ben Alfleck
 and 
Jason Lee, respectively. 
If they look familiar, they 
should...they were all in "MaBrats," 
though in completely different roles. 
Holden and Banky are lifelong 
friends and newfound business
 part-
ners as comic book illustrators enti-
tled "Bluntman and Chronic"  
characters 
who,
 though described in 
the movie as being "a cross between 
Bill and 'Fed and Chccch and 
Chong," are actually Batman and 
Robin meets Jay and Silent Bob. 
They battle crime, smoke weed and 
utter such 
five phrases as "smoochic 
boochie." 
A decidedly '90s twist
 to the 
tried and true 
boy-meets-girl  plot, 
Holden meets 
Alyssa,  is immediately 
smitten




witnesses  her swapping spit with 
another 
woman. 
In a truly great 
moment,
 the two 
sit together on swings discussing
 
her 
lesbianism and society's perception 
of sex. It's touching in its truth. 
Gradually their friendship evolves 
into love  disrupting both of their 
lives and estranging Holden from 
Banky, who forbodes bad endings for 
the happy couple. 
Fans of Smith's 
work will recognize 
his razor-sharp wit 
that is part of what makes this &WW2 
shine.
 
Those with a keen ear will catch 
the abundant references to his previ-
ous 
movies,  including Alyssa being 
one of the Jones
 sisters who have 
appeared in "Clerks" (Heather Jones) 
and "MaIlrats" (Trish "The Dish" 
Jones), endless nods to the "Star 
Wars" trilogy, Brian 
O'Halloran, 
(who played Dante in "Clerks") is 
back in a bit role and joined by a 
parade of familiar faces and names 
from the first two 
movies.  
Unfortunately, not all of the ele-
ments here work: 
some
 lines are con-
trived, some jokes are stale 
and  
Smith's trademark  name-calling has 
been done. Especially 
difficult
 to buy 
is the questioning of Banky's sexuali-
ty and how easily he allows this to 
be 
done. 
However.  Smith is a master at 
hitting a target right on its mark and 
he has picked strong actors to ensure 














 DAILY  
Jason Mewes ,left, and 
Kevin  




"Silent  Bob" in Smith's
 
"Chasing  Amy." 
The two first
 appeared
 in "Clerks" and 
"Mallrats." 
Adams' little girl voice grows on 
you  and she is captivating in 
her  
slump -shouldered
 modesty. Affleck 
and Lee are completely
 believable as 
best friends who are experiencing 
emotional growing pains and 
in a 
performance that works more times 
than it doesn't is 
Dwight  Ewell, in 
the role of Hooper, as a flamboyant 
African 
American  homosexual who 
draws a militant black comic book 
called "White -Hating Coon." 
Particularly memorable is a 
hilari-
ous diatribe by Banky who compares 
cunnilingus to 
CNN  and Silent 
Bob's tyraid at Jay (played by Jason 
Mewes, his trash -talking sidekick), 
in his largest speaking role to date, in 
which he imparts the movie's core: 
"You have to put the
 individual 
ahead of their actions." 
The story is more 
than  just about 
love and friendship. It's about a 
woman living with
 the consequences 
of her past 
catching  up 
with
 her and 
a man having
 to come to 
grips with 
someone








 but  really
  one 
is 
enough. 
There is no 
way to compare 
"Chasing 
Amy"  with 
Smith's
 previ-
ous efforts and 
part  of that is because 
he is growing
 as a director, writer
 
and 





real and his plots 
have more depth. 
Though a couple 
of the emotional 
scenes do not 
quite  delve as far as 
they possibly should, Smith's come-
dy -drama is a worthwhile flick that, 
despite its weaknesses, shines. 
Smith is going to make
 
huge 
strides in the movie industry in the
 
next couple of years and "Chasing 
Amy" explores a virtual rainbow of 
emotions and is a solid, enjoyable
 
effort. 
S.J. asks: are you
 experienced? 
By Tiffany Sanchez 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Peace,
 love and 
rock  'n' roll 
unite tonight, as the Metro 
Community
 Fund Benefit 
Concert, South First Music 
Experience Number 
3,
 cranks up the 
volume at N p.m. in front of The 
Usual tonight.  400 S. First St. 
The 
South  First Music Experience 
(SFMX) brings together 18 of the 
South Bay's finest up-and-coming
 
rock bands
 at four South First Street 
clubs to raise money for a variety of 
local charities including Second 
Harvest Food Bank and Next Door 
Solutions to 
Domestic  Violence. 
"Before we did the concerts, we 
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ers by writing sonic  
lirilli.iiii 
puce °I 
copy and talking About the charity," 
said Todd Inoue, Metro staff writer 











that the audience could have 
something memorable to take home 
with them. We came up with the 
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clubs donate their spaces, we donate 
the publicity, and the bands donate 
their t ime, 





 "experience" combines 
some of the newest and hippest 
names to hit San Jose's music scene. 
"If you really want to know 
what's 
going  I in in 









out,-  Inoue said. "Every 
kind of band from punk 
to hip hop 
to indie-pop to power pop will be 
performing." 
Inoue, who has played a key role 
in putting together this year's group 
of musicians, said that the benefit 
isn't just about bringing mainstream 
performers to the South Bay. but is 
also about focusing the spotlight on 
San Jose's own homegrown
 talent. 
"Every year we come up with a 
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scene,  so we ask 
them," Inoue said. "But there's no 
politics involved in the selection 
process. We 
don't have any labels 
who pressure us to get their bands 
into 
the benefit." 
Punk bands like Crack, which 
just released its new 
CO
 losing 
One's Cool, are scheduled to 
dazzle  
the 18 -and -older crowd at the 
Cactus Club with such street grind-
ing tunes as 
"Unagoller"  and "Rice 
Krispy 
Treats."  
Cactus Club Manager, 
Calvin
 
Trippett,  whose club
 has participated 
in the last two benefits,
 is expecting 
to see 
an




thanks  in part to such 
popular
 acts as 
Concerning  Eye, Jalopy 'I  aco 
Stand, 
Sloe, and Monkey. 
"last  year, Salmon 
was our head-




 year, since 
we're  having them
 
AS well AS a group of other good 
bands like Sloe and Monkey, we 
should  be a lot busier 
than we are on 
regular 
Thursday,"  said Trippett. 
The Agenda Lounge 
will  house 
the urban sounds of 
such hip hop 
groups as 10 Bass
 T, Sacred Hoop, 
and San Jose State University's own, 
Premiere,










Immature and appeared on 















based rap group, 
Sacred Hoop will also be in atten-
dance at the Agenda, where they are 











major,  Tom Curry, 
who
 attended 
last year's SFMX 
at the Cactus Club 
with
 Salmon, said that the
 benefit is 
not only a unique way to 
get  the 
public 
involved
 in San Jose's growing 
music venue, but is also a profitable 
way to raise money for charity. 
"I can't wait to check out 
the  
indic-pop spectacular at the B -hive 
Kale," said
 Curry. "I just recently 
bought a 
copy
 of Korea Girl's new 
album and FIG really into
 it. So. I 
plan  on going
 to check 
them out. 
Hopefully,
 they'll be 


















money  for 
charity  is 
much  more 
important  than
 grooving 
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the scene in 
1995.
 
Electric guitars and a 
pulsating 
drum beat accompany lead 
vocalist
 










 or Ministry. 
"Nemesis" is the name
 of its 
newly released second album. 
"Scream at the 
Sky,"  which will be 




 tracts to listen for 
on the 11 -song album. 






"It's going to take 2 lot 
to
 get rid 
of me. I'm in love 
with my drums. 
I'm in love with my music. I'm the 
guy at the back with a big 
grin on 
my face," said 
Dave  Lombardo in a 
press release. 
Grip Inc. also features Waldemar 
Sorychta, who knows how to make 
his 
electric
 guitar sing. In addition to 
his ability to play guitar, he pro-
duced the new  album. 
The band has just begun its 
Nemesis World Tour in March. Its 
members 
have played many venues 
in the Bay Area, such as
 
the Cactus 
Club in San Jose (where they played 
Wednesday night) and the 
'frocadero in San 
Francisco. 
"Tickets have been selling really 
well," said Mike Trippett, co-owner 
of the Cactus Club.
 "They sold out 
at Trocadero, which is a popular 
club." 
The first album, 
"The Power of 
Inner  Strength," which was 
released 
PHOTO COURTESY OF METAL BLADE RECORDS, INC.
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 as from 
the 
first 







first  album 
was  more 
straightforward




said  Donnie 
Green, 
manager  of the 
Cactus  Club. 
Most  of Grip Inc.'s 
songs  on 
"Nemesis" 
have




-type  feel to them. 
Nonetheless,  
they














 this for a 
person who 
loves  to compete 
in
 






get  them 
psyched  
Overall, it's a respectable heavy 
metal group that should 
gain a faith-
ful following in the years to come.
 
Grip Inc. will be performing 
tonight in Fremont at Club Kaos. 
For ticket
 information, call (510) 
792-6500. From there 
they will hit 
Corona on Friday 
at
 the Showcase 
Theatre, and West Hollywood
 on 
Sunday at Whiskey
 A Go Go. 
Schwarzenegger
 will "be 
back'  
LOS ANGELES (Al')  He'll be 
back. 
Arnold Schwarzenegger is expected 
to make a full recovery
 after elective 
surgery to replace a faulty valve on 
Wednesday, his 
spokeswoman said. 
Schwarzenegger, 49, opted to 
have an aortic valve replaced even 
though it wasn't causing him any 
problems, said spokeswoman 
Catherine Ohm. 
"I've never 
felt sick or had any 
symptoms at all, but I knew I'd have 
to take care of this condition sooner 
or later," Schwarzenegger said in a 
statement. "I said to the doctors, 
'Let's do it now, while I'm young 
and healthy.' They agreed this was 
the way to go." 
Schwarzenegger who in his 
"Terminator" role pledged,  "I'll be 
back," was not expected to be pre-
scribed
 any medication or alter his 
lifestyle following the surgery, doc-
tors said. 
Schwarzenegger
 plans to rest until 
the end of May, 
when  he will begin 
promoting "Batman and Robin," in 
which he plays the villainous "Mr. 
Freeze."
 
Ohm declined to identify the hos-
pital where
 
the surgery was performed. 
but said it was in Southern California. 
She
 also would not say how many 
days he was expected
 to stay there. 
A cardiologist at UCLA
 Medical 
Center and co -director of the heart 
.5(111  































































failure program said given 
Schwarzenegger's  age, the most likely 
cause of 
his  problem is a bicuspid 
aortic valve. 
"Instead of three 
leaflets,  it has 
only two, and over time, the leaflets 
get calcified or thickened and 
they're 
not as 
pliant  as before" and the valve 
may get 
narrower
 or leak, said Dr. 
Jaime  Moriguchi. 
If it can't he repaired,
 doctors 
remove the diseased valve and 
replace it 
with  a mechanical valve, a 
valve from cow 
or pig
 
tissue or a 
human valve. 
Moriguchi said he suspected 
Schwarzenegger had 
undergone a 
Ross procedure, in which the aortic 
valve is replaced
 with the patient's 
own pulmonic valve. Then, 
a tissue 
or pig 
valve is put in place of the 
pulmonic valve. 
Although 
a simple aortic valve 
replacement could be done through 
minimally invasive surgery - which
 
creates only a small scar in the upper 
chest
 and requires three to four days 
for recovery - it is more likely the 
Ross procedure would require open-
heart surgery, which leaves a large 
scar 
and  requires five to seven days 
of recovery,
 he said. 
Overall, Moriguchi said Ross pro-
cedure has a 
low 30 -day mortality 
rate 01 less than 5 percent. 
Schwarzenegger,
 who was born in 
Graz, Austria, came to the United 
States in 1%8 and was a bodybuild-
ing star before turning to movies. He 
won the Mr. Universe title five 
times  
and retired undefeated as Mr. 
Olympia after 
seven  victories. 
He drew attention in a small
 role 
in "Stay Hungry" (1976) and 
appeared as himself in the 1977 doc-
umentary "Pumping Iron." 
His career as 
an action hero  k 
off with the box-office hits "Conan 
the Barbarian" in 1982. His role as 
the "'Terminator"
 in 1984 propelled 
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 the would-be star. 
Acting wasn't a 
prerequisite. 
Color
 and sleekness were. 
If a gun was 
going to be the only 
mainstay in an anthology
 series fea-
turing a revolving door of such high-
powered stars as Randy Quaid, Daryl
 
Hannah, Scan Young, 
Jennifer  Tilly, 




knew  it had better 
stand out. 
"I wanted a gun that 
was aestheti-
cally interesting to look at that 
would become a character 
in and of 
itself," Sadwith said. "A black 
gun 
looks like it could be plastic 
on
 film, 
so that's not very interesting." 
In a prop house, he 
spotted  his 
star: a pearl -handled, silver
 Colt .45 
semiautomatic. 
"This gun catches
 all kinds of 
light," he said. "You
 recognize this 
gun
 from week to week." 
The gun, Sadwith is quick to 
point out, is not actually the star 




as a cinematic device 
to intro-
duce
 new characters who come
 into 




"It's how people's lives
 are affect-
ed by this gun," Sadwith 
said.  "In 
many
 episodes it doesn't even go off. 
In one, it's at the 
bottom of a swim-
ming hole for 
most
 of the time." 
The series, a midscason replace-
ment with a six -week run, airs 
Saturdays
 at 10 p.m. EST. It pre-
miered last Saturday. 
"Gun" is not the
 first time 
Hollywood has used an 
inanimate 
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movie, followed a coat as it passed 
from owner 
to
 owner, and some 20 
years later, the film "The Yellow 
Rolls-Royce" 
followed the romantic 
lives of three of its owners. 
Thanks to 
Robert  Altman's asso-
ciation with "Gun," the series 
attracted film 






The director -producer known 
for  
such movies as 
"Nashville,"  
"Shortcuts" and "The 
Player," serves 
as an executive producer of "Gun,"
 
along with Sadwith and Rob Dwek. 
Altman also 
directed  an episodes. 
"Altman came 
in
 once we had the 
pilot done," said 
Sadwith.  "We love 
his 
sensibilities and quirkiness. We 
wanted a godfather 
of his stature to 
help not only in shaping
 the show 
but bringing 
in
 feature directors and 
stars."
 
And it was like 




 magic name on the 
label," said Martin 
Sheen,  who 
appears in this Saturday's episode 
(rated 1Y-14)  as a detective deter-
mined to solve the murder of a 
Japanese businessman killed by the 
gun. 
"He's one of the heroes in our 
business," Sheen said. "fle's been an 
actor's director and
 a real fighter for 
independent filmmakers. He's a hell 
of a filmmaker so I'm very proud to 





























































































































































audition  accepted until 
May  I 957 
Mont be 











(AP)   Atlanta 
Falcons
 safety Patrick 
Bates was 
arrested Wednesday
 after his ex
-
girlfriend accused him 
of breaking 
into
 her home and 
beating  her 
while she was 
feeding
 their 3 -













 Donald Cook 
of the Fulton 
County
 Police 






kicked  in the 
door




 morning, Cook said. 
He beat 




with  a pistol and threat-
ened to kill 




dragged  them from 
the apartment, 
police  said. 
Bates 
was  arrested at his 
Duluth home 
later Wednesday. 
The woman was treated
 at a hos-
pital for minor 
injuries and 
released. 




Bates was arrested 12 days Ago 
and 
charged
 with simple battery in 
the beating of 
the same woman. 
Cook said. A court hearing on that 
charge Was Set
 for May 14. 
The Falcons gave up a second 
round draft pick 
for Bates prior to 
the
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PHOTO BY AMC 
CRABS
  Spartan Daily 
Spartans'
 pitcher Sabrina Quintero runs down 
Stanford base runner Amanda Rentena with
 the help of SJSU catcher Sarah Coughlin 
during the first game of a 
















Sensor  Staff Writer 
There was no 





 but a defi-
nite role 























while  the 
Cardinal  
comple-
mented  a four
-run
 first inning 
with a 
two -run second 





dominated  the first 
Free ('onsultation







 Nit 1)rmis 
408-257-5481
 










 in a double-header
 against "(Blevins)
 did a nice job, 
but  I 
Stanford, then collapsed in 
the second  think we 
should
 have hit her better 
to fail at 
their  attempt of a sweep. 
than we did," 
Miner  said. "She just 
"The key to the 
first  game was the 
mixed
 her pitches up well 
and we 
momentum
 wc built after our 
big  first weren't 
patient
 at the plate." 
inning,"  said SJSU 




Miner. "In the 
second game. 
they
 the first game 
to the next could 
be 
jumped  on us early 
and  we didn't 
attributed  to the pep
-talk
 the team 
answer back the
 way we have in 
the received from 
its coach before 






Stanford  pitching 
walked "I 
just challenged
 them." said 
four batters and 
gave up 10 hits 
in
 the Stanford 
coach John 
Rittman.  "We 
first game, 
Cardinal  pitcher 
Becky  didn't 




only  three hits 
and ly, then 
we did some 
things  wrong 
yielded no 
walks  to lead 
her  
team to 
physically.  We 





raised  her record 
mentally 
when  San Jose 
State started 
to 111-12 for the season. 
hitting
 the ball








experienced  a 
similar
 debacle












we came out 
over 
confident  after 
the












 first, but they 
were just able 
to turn it 

















 who allowed 
only 
five hits and one walk, and its early 
run -scoring 
to seal the victory. 


















said. "It was great
 for me because I 
went out there after the first inning 
with no fear." 
The Spartans started the
 bottom 
of the first with their first eight batters 
reaching first base 
safely.  Spartans 
Kara Kanney, Lindsay 
Lewis,  Maya 
Garcia, Yolanda Inda and Sarah 
Coughlin each batted in 
a run to help 
their team amass an early 6-0 lead. 
With bases loaded for the Spartans 
again in the second inning. Inda,
 who 
finished the game going 3 -for -3, hit  
a 
blooper to right field for her second
 
RBI and a 7-0 Spartan lead. Lewis 
later 
scored  on an Stanford error, 
which was one of its three 
during the 
game, to 
go up 8-0. 
Stanford then scored in the third 
inning
 to prolong the game, but the 
Spartans added two more runs in the 
fourth to give them a 10-1 win via the 
eight -run 
mercy  rule. 
That same rule would later bite the 
Spartans  as they found themselves 
behind 6-0 
after the second 
inning of 
the
 next game. 
SJSU was




 rallied in the 
fifth inning
 to score three 
more runs 
and end the 
game  at 9-0. 
















- hit in 
the lOth 
inning
 to defeat 
the  the first 




Hill  said he's 
never  been on









 like this, and 
he's enjoying 
night. 
start is its 
best







 5-0 on the 
road




 twice and 
drove  in like 
this on the 
road,"  Hill said. 
since
 1941 and 
completed
 a 5-0 road 
lino runs,




overcame  a trip 
for the first 
time







getting  a 4-1 
deficit, has 
won  six 
straight
 for 
Oct. I, 1951. 
Hill tied the score with a two -run 
homer in the ninth off Ricky 
Bottalico following a walk to J.T. 
Snow.  
"Bottalico is a real good
 pitcher," 
Hill said. "I was 
looking for a fastball 
and that's what I got. He's a fastball 
pitcher and if he's going to get beat, it 
will lie with that pitch." 
San Francisco took 
advantage  of 
Reggie Harris' wildness
 in the 10th. 
Ilarris (0-1) walked the bases loaded 
and Jerry Spradling relieved.
 Hill 
then  grounded to third, but 
Scott  
Rolen's throw
 to the plate was wide
 
and Hill was credited with 
an RBI on 
the fielder's 
choice.  Bill 
Mueller  
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ions  and set vices to 
Fortune  
500 eottsp.itiics. 
A+ Software it( ittp is 
turrently recruiting Spring and 
kill t 
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And fax your resume 
to Amd.thl (:orpori  1, 







Amdahl  offers excellent 
compensation and 
benefits  and is proud 
















































































































 is still 
without  a 
home  field, 
























 lined up 
and waiting
 to work 




























 drive was 
successful  in 
raising all of 
"We have everything we need to build 




Jane Osterhaus, assistant softball coach 
the necessary money and materials to complete 
the project. 
According to Osterhaus, a local construction 
company has been very generous in donating 
nearly all the needed materials to 
complete the 
stadium itself, including the scats and the roof. 
Other parties have donated time, money, 
labor and machinery to 
complete  the sunk -in 
dugouts, including
 a backhoe and operator to 
dig the hole, wood 
workers to frame it in, and 




What is missing is the $8-10,000 necessary 
to purchase several truckloads of concrete to 
complete the dugouts, which will be recessed a 
foot -and -a -half into 
the field. 
"This is an 
expensive  project," said Connie 
Miner, head softball coach. "It 
is
 frustrating to 
not have the money
 to get the construction 
started, but 
raising
 money is a difficult
 task." 
The team had 
anticipated  playing its first 
true home game 
on March 30, hut the 
con-
struction delay has put those




have  two 'home'
 games left in 
the  
season,"  said 




 those two at 
Twin Creeks, 
then finish our 
stadium 
during  the 
summer.
















FRESNO (AP)  
A wide range of 
items has been









players shaved points last 
season, The 
Fresno Bee reported 
Wednesday.  
The grand jury 
has  questioned at 
least five 
people
 in its probe of rumors 
surrounding
 guards Dominick Young 
and Chris Herren. Both have denied 
any wrongdoing,
 and Young filed a 
libel suit 
against The Bee on Monday. 
Coach Jerry Tarkanian said he 





"The faster they look at it,
 the 
faster it'll get resolved,"
 he said. "It 
doesn't concern me at all. Hopefully, 
they'll get it wrapped up soon. I'm 
real happy about that." 
According to The Bee, the follow-
ing items have been subpoenaed: 
 All 




 issued to 
'Farkanian over the 
past





 tickets, including any 
provided 
Kirk Vartanian,
 who The 
Bee said 
is
 a reputed sports
 gambler 
seen talking
 to Young; and
 pawn shop 
owner 










in four prime 













 This school 
year's class schedules 













for  Athletics 
TORONTO (AP) 
 Scott 
Spiezio was quick to take the blame
 
for Oakland's loss. 
"I messed up," he said after his 
ninth -inning error led to the winning 
run in the Toronto Blue Jays' 4-3 vic-
tory Wednesday night. "McGwire 
got us back in the game with a big 
swing and I messed up. But all the 





put it out of my mind. It's just one 
game and I've got to come 
out tomor-




 Delgado had a 
leadoff single off 
Brian Taylor (0-1) 
and Shawn Green, also pinch-hitting, 
followed 
with a routine grounder to 
second.
 Spiezio, attempting to start a 
double  play, threw the ball over short-
stop Rafael Bournigal's head into left 
field for an error that allowed 
Delgado to take third. 
"It's not going to be the last time 
he makes a mistake," said 
Mark  
McGwire, who tied the 
score  3 -all 
with an eighth -inning homer off Tim 
Crabtree ( I - I ). 
"So he's got to come out tomor-
row and just 
forget about it," 









has never played second base before 
and he's never played on artificial 
turf." 
Charlie O'Brien was 
intentionally 
walked, Alex Gonzalez struck out 
and  
Otis 
Nixon  followed with a  
single
 to 
the gap in right -center field, snapping 
an 0 -for
-18  slump. 
Toronto stopped a three -game los-
ing streak and sent Oakland to its 
third consecutive loss.
 
The Blue Jays 
had 
lost four straight in SicyDome. 
"We'll take it any 
way  we can right 
now," Toronto manager Cito Gasto 
said. "Sometimes
 it takes something 
like an error to get 
you going." 
Blue Jays starter Robert Person, 
making his first Al. start following an 
offseason trade from the New York 
Mets, allowed one run and five hits in 
five innings. Oakland starter Mike 
Mohler remained winless in 13 starts, 
giving up three runs and seven hits in 
72-3
 innings. 
Orlando Merced hit an RBI 
groundout in the first, but Matt Stairs 
tied the score for Oakland when he 
doubled home a run in the third. 
O'Brien gave Toronto a 2-1 lead 
with a fifth -inning double that scored 
Juan Samuel, who slid around catch-
er Izzy Molina's tag 
and  swiped the 
plate with his hand. Nixon's RBI 
groundout extended the lead to two 
runs. 












Graduating Seniors, please join us: 
April 17, 3p -7p 
Red Lion Inn 
2050 Gateway
 Place 
San Jose, CA 
At Progressive, one of the nation's largest propenyicasu-
alty insurance companies,
 we'll give you the tools you need 
to make your




 for our offices 
in

















Competitive salary & benefits package and 




 Superior customer service and 
analytical  skills 
 
College
 degree with a solid GPA 
 Bilingual 
skills  a plus 
 Ability to have a flexible
 schedule 
For more
 information about the ph description
 
and our company 
background,
 
visit our web 
site e http//www.auto-Insarance.com 
If you enjoy a 
challenging.
 fast  paLed workplace 
that  
offers exceptional




 a career at Progressive. 
Progressive  is an Equal 
Opportunity  Employer. M/FMN 
PHINNEINFE* 
Our competitive edge is the excellence of 
our employees 
1(iil 
(.1111in tf, I ht. 
bases loaded in the seventh, hitting a 
sacrifice fly that pulled Oakland to 3-




Notes: Malwire's homer was his 
fourth. ... Canseco has 30 career 
homers against Toronto. The only 
team he has more against in the New 
York Yankees (32). ... McGwire has 
17 homers against Toronto, the only 
team he hasn't hit at least 20 against. 
... 
Outfielder  Jacob Brumfield, who 
strained his right hamstring in 
spring 





Shannon Stewart was optioned
 to 
Triple -A Syracuse. ... Mohler set a 










financial  aid 
and/or  
other  money or 
benefits  Herren 
and  










1995 and the 









playoff game March 6 professing 
his 
innocence and any other written, 
transcribed or recorded statement 
taken from Young since then. 
 Hotel and other charges for play-








 Financial records 
of Vartanian 
and 








split with Stanford 
10-1.
 9-0 



















 Women's tennis at UC Davis 
11 a.m., 
Spartan Courts 
 Softball at 
UNLV 
 Men's tennis at Sacramento 




 Baseball at 
Hawaii  
 Softball at New 
Mexico  
 Water polo at UC 
Davis  
It claims good people. 
TRf 47 
DE 
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In what could mark
 a major turning 
point in tobacco 
litigation, the 
nation's  top two 
cigarette
 makers are negotiating
 a settlement that 
reportedly could 
cost  as much as $300 billion, 
give the companies





The talks are 
with
 the attorneys general of 





Wisconsin  and 
Arizona,  Minnesota 
Attorney  General 
Hubert
 H. 




 others involved in
 the negotiations 
with  Philip 
Morris
 Cos. and RJR
 Nabisco cau-
tioned that
 the parties 
were
 
far  from an agree-
ment.  
"Basically, what 
I'm  doing is I'm 
listening,"
 
Humphrey  said. "I 
think




 and they know 
it, so they are final-
ly beginning 
to come to the 
table.  I think their 
proposals  still fall short of 
what we'd be interest-
ed in. It's
 not a good enough 




 is so preliminary," 
said April Halle, 
spokeswoman
 for Florida Gov.
 Lawton Chiles. 
"This deal, even 
if it were to be 
successful,  is 
going to 
take a long time." 
At a shareholders
 meeting in Winston-Salem,
 
NA:., today, RJR 
Nabisco  officials wouldn't dis-
cuss the negotiations. 





would absolve the 
industry of liability for
 smoking -related health 
problems
 in return for the
 payments, which 
would be 
spread  over 25 years, and 
an agreement 
to cut
 back on advertising, especially
 those aimed 
at children, a 
source  familiar with the negotia-
tions told the AP. 
The states were pressing 
for the companies to 
agree to a limited 
immunity,
 providing recourse if 
the industry concealed 
information or tried to fig-
ure out ways around
 
the agreement to 
market  cig-
arettes to kids, 
the  source said, speaking on con-
dition of anonymity. 
"The industry is in the low 2s and the plain-
tiffs are in the upper 3s. There is no 
consensus on 
the money," the source said, confirming a report 
White
 
in The Wall Street 
Journal
 today. 
Another  key is 
whether
 the Food and
 Drug 
Administration  
would  get the right 
to regulate the 
nicotine
 levels in cigarettes




 official who 
spoke 









which  goes 
beyond
 
the FDA's current 
regulations,  the 
source said. 
At  
least  two of the 




Humphrey,  have 
grave  
concerns about
 preventing the FDA
 from doing 




in the past 
expressed interest in a 
possible settlement, the 
talks mark the first time they 
have actually dis-
cussed concessions once 
considered unthinkable, 
the newspaper said. 
These include giving the FDA regulatory
 
rights, banning all outdoor tobacco 
advertising, 
such as Joe Camel billboards, and ceasing to use 
pictures of people in 
ads,  such as the Marlboro 
Man. 
The companies were 
asking
 for shelter from 
the growing number of liability 
lawsuits,  
although the mechanism would 
require
 an act of 
Congress. 
On
 the news of settlement
 talks, shares of 
Philip Morris and Nabisco shot 
up on the 
New
 
York Stock Exchange. Philip Morris was up 7.4 
percent, or by 
$2.87 1/2 a share. at 
$41.87  1/2 in 
afternoon trading; Nabisco rose
 8.7 percent, or by 
$2.62
 
1/2, to $32.87 1/2. 
The industry 




smokers could seek payments,
 but they 
would be banned 




 still sink the talks, 
such as whether 
Congress would 
approve  the 
deal. 
The negotiations 
bring  together an  
unprece-
dented cast of 
characters, from 
Philip  Morris 
chairman Geoffrey































 his horn 
as he blows
 out a 
song 














 All Right"  
with  the SJSU 
pep
 band 











condnued  from page 1 
brother to 
return from borrowing 
some tools from Jon Sr. 
Vaughn told the 
jury of how Jon 
Jr. accidentally killed Jon Sr. while 
trying 
to save his mother from the 
man's drunken rage and how forensic 
experts were 
unable to find evidence 
linking Stott 





 being defended 
by separate counsel. Their fates will 
be decided by two 
independent
 juries, 
each of which will be present in the 
courtroom 
during
 testimony. The 
jury 
deciding  the case against Scott, 
known as "jury
 number two," was not 
present for opening statements con-
cerning the case 
against Jon Jr. 
Deputy District Attorney Richard 
Titus 
reprised
 his statement given 
Tuesday to 
the  jury deciding the case 
of Jon Jr., "jury number
 one," 
describing the brothers
 as remorseless 
about their parents' 
deaths.
 
Like his brother, 
Scott denied hav-
ing any knowledge about his parents 
disappearance and murder in a state-
ment given to police on 
May  14, 
1992,  the day the bodies of Jon Sr. 
and Shirley were discovered
 by 2 jog-
ger in their 






























for error. That's 
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"I'm telling you what I'm 
telling  
you," Titus said,
 recounting Scott 
statement. "I don't know nothing 
about it." 
He also detailed how police 
dis-
covered  the brothers' alibi for 
May  6, 
1992, the night 
of the murder, as a 
lie. At cording
 in I ins. JOB
 Jr. and 
Scout
 1,dd 
polk c they 
follOWed  a 
friend to his 
girlfriend's home and 
stayed there




The brothers' friend 
corroborated 
their
 statement, but the girlf riend 
did 
not,
 Titus said. She told
 police that, 
rather than 
arriving  at 10 p.m., Jon 
Jr.  
and 
Stint showed up around
 hi0 
a.m, on the morning of May 7, 1992. 
When Scott
 was arrested on Sept. 
24, 1992, he 
expressed a desire to 
amend his original
 statement, Titus 
said. 
In his second statement,
 Scott told 
police the car the brothers
 were dri-
ving 
broke down on the freeway, and 
they arrived at their
 destination later 
than they had originally 
reported.
 
Titus said. tie 
said that he and Jon Jr. 
decided it was best 
not to mention it 
to police because there was 
no one to 
verify
 their story, Titus said. 
Testimony 
from
 witnesses began 
in the Wednesday
 afternoon session. 
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Ado. (AI') In an 
updated version of the neighbor-
hood cop going 
door-to-door
 
looking for a lost child, the Air 
Force is checking all 
140 potential 
landing 
spots in the Southwest
 in 
the search 
for a missing warplane 
and its pilot. 
"We're  attempting 
to
 look at 
every 
dirt strip," It. Gen. Frank 
Campbell said 
Wednesday. In 
some cases satellite imaging will be 
uwd in 
addition to site visits, 
he 
said. 
So far, more 
than
 then 600 
hours of flight time and 
$700,000 
have been spent in the search 
for 
Capt. Craig Button and his A-10 
Thunderbolt, which apparently 
veered aw.ty from an Arizona 
training
 
ii ion on 
April 2. 
'97-98 CAMPUS REP 
JOB 
INTERNET 
Market Ricochet Wireless modem 
and service to campus community. 
Mak* money and enjoy FREE 
Ricochet
 modem and service. 
You must own a laptop computer. 



















 R&D ;mil sump'', 
  molonlo Los
 Oloi  
SAN JOSE
 STATE UNIVERSITY












tomorrow's job  and 
skill 
opportunities in training, 
teaching
 and multimedia. 
See visual design, computer







 graduates and faculty. 
Saturday, 




 Hall 431 
(at the corner of East San Carlos 
and South Seventh Streets) 
10:00 am: 
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of mid adveresing 
olibrings 
are  not approved or 




ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER, 























make great money? For fun, work 
experience
 and great 
money,  
don't wait, call now: Kristi (408) 
995.5905.
 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS & Lifeguards 
wanted to work at JCC
 in 
LOS Gatos 





et 53 and 408-245-1998. 
TEACHER, 
PT/FT  at hie quality, 
drop
-in play center for 2-12 yr 
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex 
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
 
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in 
Lie son a: 
Kldraark:
 
 Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880 
5440
 Thomwood Dr., SJ 
 Near Valley Fair. 985-2599 
2858
 Stevens Creek Blvd. 
Si.
 
 At the HUB, 510-792-9997 
39102 Argonaut Way. 
Fremont
 
 NEW Westgate 
Mall  
Call





 and Racquet Club. 
Must 





WSI  preferred for teaching. 
Apply  
in person 





mom who works out of Si home.
 
1.2 aftns/vieek. Includes care of 
7 -month -old & lite housework. 







 Gatos Rec Department, 
SWIM 




AM/PM positions available. 
Apply at AVAC  5400 Camden Av. 
SJ, or contact 408-267-4032. 
Now
 Intervewing1111 Call Today!!! 
IffIERNET





outgoing  person for 
post
-
graduation FT job. Non -sales 
editorial












 WSQ 115 
is hiring 
a Drector & 
Co-Director for
 the 97/ 
98 school




































































































































































wrthin.  If 














this is the job 
for
 you! 
































































































































































































































































































Ask  for 












Fall  Semester 





Student  Won 
Director's
  Office
 from 9 
- 5.M - F. 
7112/HOUR
 






DIRECTOR'S OFFICE The Student 
Union  Directors Office is 
currently
 
accepting  applications for the 
position: Office Assistant, for 
Fall  
1997 & possibly Summer 1997. 
Applications
 may be obtained 
at 
the Director's Office from 9-5, M -F. 
MINATO JAPANESE Restaurant 
Now 
hiring  for P/T foodservers & 
dishwashers.
 Fun Job! Please 
apply at 617 N. 6th St. 998-9711. 








students & an 






President and fellow students. 
Develop student communication 
tools to enhance the 
dialogue 
among students. Serve as a 
member of key campus committees. 
Commitment AComponsatIon 
8-




 period is 
August 
1, 1997  May 31. 
1998.  














ing with campus 
organizations  
and an 
understanding  of 
recent  
climate



















































 Exp. San Jose. 
GREAT
 JOB AS 
CUSTOMER  REP 
No selling
































































special skills in 
camping. 
games,
 crafts, sports or 
drama, 
calsider a 














 call your local Y for 
more  
detailed  information an 
application  
Cereal YMCA -298-1717 
(San.lose&
 Santa Clara) 
 Southwest YMCA - 3701877 
(Los Gatos, Saratoga) 
*Northwest YMCA -257-7160 
(Cupertino. Santa Clara.
 Sunnyvale) 






 YMCA -9450019 
(Milpitas)  









Gatos/Saratoga area. Must 
have min. 1 
year  customer service 
experience,  and desire 
to
 serve 
people.  Polite, well 
groomed.  
and professional attitude only. 
19 yrs+. 






TEACHERS/AMES/Camp  Urdu* 
Elem sch. age recreation program, 
P/T from
  26 mn MF dung the WI )r. 
F/T during summer camp program. 
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los 
Gatos -Sara. Recreation. Call Janet 





 drippr  
life 





 teachers and subs for 
our school age 
day  care program. 
We can work around your school 
schedule. 





employment  available during 
summer break. This is a great job 
to 
ga;r.  
experience.  Units in ECE, 
Rec, Psych,
 
Soc. or Ed required. 
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21. 
YOU NEED AXIS WITH A 
MAURO  
We will train you
 
for
 a full-time 
position with 
our  nation-wide firm. 
We offer: 
Weekly Pay Incentives 
Monthly 
Bonuses  
* Competitive Wages 
Grouprate Health Care 
*Complete Management Training 
You 
must be career minded. 
(That's
 All) Call 
408-345-3936.  




per  envelope stuffed. SASE: 
Enterprise 
Marketing P.O. Box 
592061 Orlando,
 Fl_ 32859. 






P/T.  All 
shifts.  
Top Pay with Many Benefits! 
Call or apply 
or
 person.
 Mcn-Sun 7.7. 
408286-5880.






au  Prey Sim.... Sr 
MAKE MONEY 555$ 
TEACHING  
driver 





















Fax to 408/94241280 
Electron,* Staffing Services,E0E 
1778 




680 exit Landess Ave 
turn 
left at Clear Lake Ave. 
CASHIERS 
NEEDED  to work at 











mailing  our circulars.
 Begin now. 
For info call 301.429-1326.  
semen, 
F/T 8, P/T -Will Train 









ORALS LIPAD TOUR EMPLOYMENT 







earning up to $2,000/mo.  in 
these  








Train! Managers earn $4000/mo 
base+ com. Cora seeks energetic 
people








Up to $1529frr cts benefits. 
415-3398377  24 hrs. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary
 + tips. 
Students needed nee immediate 
wee.
 Full-time/part-time openings. 




LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY 
seeking
 customer service repre 
sentatrves. PT/FT.
 Flex hrs. Salary 
+ bonus. Will r'an 







 TIME TECHNICAL Sales 








requirements  & work 
with 
our programmers to develop 








and WWW environment. 
Excellent verbal & written 
commu-
nication skills 
a must. $15 to $18 
per hour plus 




Please Fax resume to 
Marketing  
Dept. Webman 
Technologies  Inc. 
Si 4082433186,  
WAREHOUSE POSITION 
Golden State T's, 
a leading 
sportswear distributor, seeks a 






 Stock inventory 





 Work 20 or 
more  hrs/wk 
 Monday.Friday
 
 $7.00 per hour 
Work for a company that truly 
appreciates its 
staff.  Apply in 
person between Bam & 5:30pm. 
Golden State Ts 
2110 Zenker Road 
San 
Jose, CA 95131 
At the corner of Charcot and 
Zenker lithe 































Tirre & Part Time.
 6  15 ECE or 
related
 units. 
For  more 
info:  


































 law Your duty is to 
dismantle
 
affirmative  action. 
S TUDENT
 DENTAL
 PLAN I 
Only 
$57.00  






 dental needs. 
For 




APARMIDR  - $900/MO. 
 Security type 
building  
 Secure Parking 
 Close
 In 









 WOKING FOR ROOMS 
to sublet to students interning in 
Silicon
 Valley for this Summer. 
Call
 Darrel Stem (408)748-5117
 
SHARED HOUSING 
SPACIOUS ROOM w/Pnvate 
Bath. 
Next
 to campus in large 
home. To 









be, apt. in WG area. 
OW, Nite 
sec.,  pool. laundry. Near 
SJSU.
 It,
 mi. 87 8. shops. Plug
 
ord. 




100% PURE ADRENALINE! 









 Turbine aircraft. 
SJSU student owned
 & operated. 






heater.  head 
90 
& dresser
 $200. Dinette set w/4 
chairs: $100. 8uce0867-1411. 
COMPUTERS ETC, 













 Ave. OH 
Menlo
 Park,




Mac SE & 
Classic
 
MAC Ilsi. ci, cx 
POWER 
MACS  
5200, 6214, 6100 
MAC  LC580 
Inkjet 8. Laser 
Printers  





 Reading and Writing 






Math: Algebra  Geometry 
Statistics  Trig- 
Calculus  
Physics:  Mechanics 
Electric  
Cher




Heart  Writ., 
Spanish:
 
Hablar  Leer 
Escrow
 





















































PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses,  term papers, group 
projects, resumes. All formats 







a re a. Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
WORD PROCESSING 
Thesis,
 Resumes, Reports, etc. 







Reasonable  Rates 
CALL (408) 
272-1552. 
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term 












 24+ ws EN). 
WP 5.1/HP Laser. 
PAM'S  
PROFF_S9OfilL WORD PROCESSING, 
247-2681, 8am-8pm. 
SULUINES
 Wad Processing 
510489-9794 (Nas/Assi1kiss)
 
Word Processing & Editing 
Both Academic/Bus, 
Work  Accepted 
Reports  Theses  MLA/TURAB 





EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & English papers/theses 
our specialty. Laser printing. 
APA, Turabian 
and other formats. 
Resumes, editing, graphics 
and other services available on 
either WordPerfect
 or Word. 
Masterson's
 Word Processing,  
CM Paul or Virginia 408251.0449. 
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 
or 
NOT  HAVE TIME
 TO TYPE? 
Term 
papers, thesis, resumes, group 
projects, etc. Have 
a typewrites 




 school, etc. Will transabe 
your taped interviews or research
 
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public. 
Call Anna
 at 972-4992. 
HEALTH di BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC. 




Your own probe or disposable. 
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-74811. 
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOM 
Lose 6 inches + in 1 hr,  by getting 
a body wrap. NOT a 'water wrap' 
or 
'dehydration' process. IT IS a 
special mineral solution of food 
grade minerals & distilled water. 
It firms body tissue & tightens 
skin 
especially after weight loss. 
You determine where 
inches
 
come off: hips, theris, abdornen etc. 
For info or appt: 4089447826. 
MEN 11 WOMEN 
PERMANENT 
HAIR  REMOVAL. 
Stop
























4 made before 6/1/97. 
Hair 
Tolay  
Gorki Turrionow, 621 F. 




SAMPLE A WILD 
FOOD FREE 
Super
 Blue Green Algae
 
Reported 







FUNDRAISING   





 Discover, gas & retail 
cards.
 
Plan now for the next 
semester to 
get priority for the best 
dates.  Call 
Gina at 800592.2121
 ext 110. 















Print  your 
ad
 here. Line















































 day. rate increases
 by
 St per day 
First
 line (25 spaces) set 
in bold for no extra 
charge  
















































Classified desk is located








two  weekdays 
before 
publication 
II All ads 
are  prepaid  
No
 refunds on 



























For  Sale' 




























 for these 
classifications.
 $5.00 
for a3 line 
ad
 for 3 days.
 Ads must 









 ads are 
offered
 
free,  3 lines for 3 days, 
as a 
service




FUNDRAISER   Ram
 $500 
in 
















Caribbean $249. r/t 

























 Student I.D. 






"Great Rates for Good 
Drivers' 
"Good Rates for Non




'Good Student' 'Family Mufti-car' 













Certain  advertisements  In 









Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
information
 before sending 





carefully Investigate all firms 
offering
 employment listings 




HOUSECLEANING, LOW RATES 
Great Service, Honest. Reliable 
Call for free 
quote. 408-554-1171 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 







guitar  or bass.
 
All 
levels welcome: Beginning. 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any 
style:  Jazz. 
Blues.  Rock. 
Fusion,  Funk,
 Reggae,














etc. For more info.






 FAX. E -Mall 
EUPHOTIC 
FOUNDATION  
Confidential Spiritual Counseling 
Metaphysical,
 Astrological. 







 Why suffer and get poor 
grades when help is available? 










Dissertation/ thesis specialist. 
Samples & references available. 




 Foreigners welcome! For
 
free  tips, tools and
 ideas on 









Or write: Daniel. P013 




for  free color 
hrochue}  
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES 
'Writing





 8, Database 
Design. 
 
Desktop  Publishing* 
'Bookkeeping









 FOR HIRE 
Have your affair shot
 candidly 
by




sports action photos. You 
keep the negatives! 
B&W or 
color avail. Affordable hourly 
and day rates.
 Contact Steve 
















PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
constellation 























 of tOtlf .11  
21 Longed (for( 














xi r ta A ,/ 
F 0 
' i 















Lash La - 















37 "Look our 
39 
Expression  of 
surprise 
40 
Crawling  insect 









































Actor  Cantor 
68 
Little  kids 
69 
Blossom 
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PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA  Spartan Daily 
Above: Dan 
Vachon,  of Nunez Painting, 
paints the window 
sills of Tower ltall 
Wednesday. The oldest building 
on campus is 
undergoing
 a restoration project to help 
beatify
 the campus icon. 
Right: Two students are framed 
between
 
the legs of Dan Vachon while he paints the 
window sills 
of Tower Hall. The
 painting is 
part of a current restoration project that has 
been in progress for a month now. 
Canoe  
continued from page 1 
said 
the object was 





wanted to prove SJSU
 can do it, too," 
Saryani  said. 
"It was our 
motivation 
to 
win  from the start." 
Eleven 



























only  reason 


















cent of the 
score,"  Saryani 
said.  "We 




carried  40 percent."
 
Saryani said 
because  of their 
superior  
paddling, Berkeley










one  of the seven SJSU pad-
dlers. He said 
all the paddlers had to 
practice 
by themselves. "We put
 in 80 
hours 
of
 paddling time. No 
one  
helped us." 




 is the chair of 
American
 Society of Civil Engineers
 
(ASCE)  that funded the project. He 
said he gave
 the team a lot of moral 
support 




































 was great 






 in the top 
but 
never  second 
in
 almost 25 
years."  
Anagnos 















said all her 
students  dedicated 
many hours 
into building 





ipant  and a senior 
in civil engineering 
said
 the team 
members
 wanted to 
improve  their  
engineering
 skills. "We 
wanted 








 is to go to Cleveland 
and 
Ohio for the 
Nationals  on June 
24. Cayabyab 
said although they 
won second place, 
no one will pay 




 the ASCE will con-
duct bake sales,






 for the 
regionals and will 
need about $6,000 
to compete for the nationals. 
McCullough said, "We are going 





 Helping An 
Couple Bring
 A Child 
Into This World? 
Families of all 
backgrounds
 and 
nationalities need your 
help  
Family Fertility Center 
















(510)  2109745 
Honorees  
Continued
 from page 1 
yr.idri,ciiii Avriv.) .111,1 I 16 SIII ti I.' II S 
will receive the Piesidents St holars 
list honor (for stud, tits carrying a 4.0 
average). 
Returning student lana Seshadri, a 
Spartan Daily stall writer, and a 
>rails' last st holar, will he one oldie 
students 
111/111111.11  1111 lriday. 






 alter many, many years. Just to 
heliicii,i,l 
Or something dim Eye 
been working hard at IS 
.1
 great thrill " 




Scholars will he announced Ai the 
event, which begins at 6 p in in the 
Event
 ( lenter All ol the 
student,.
 Mat 
will  he honored! will retelye  
a tenili  
(ale 
and ribbon lor their 
achieve 
merits. They will also receive, lor the 





















drives,  used the 
world 




were  hiring 
ktE, ( E. 
CS and Elf 
wadtiatm
 who are ready 












he hogting an Open 
Marie 
ccii 








PASSES  t111 
the first





































Joist!  Alliktk ( 11111 
I% N ird Street 
San jose,










If it's time to think about
 the future... 
And it's time to start
 a career 
with great 
potential...  

















 entry program: 
Store Management
 - Team leader -in
-Training  
 (ompetitive Starting Salary 
We'd
 like to show you 
how bright the 
future  can be. 
Stop by our table: 
Job 
Fair at Santa Clara University:
 
























your Career (enter. 
And take a look
 at our Career Opportunities 
information in the 





is proud to be an equal
 opportunity employer 
www.mervyns.com
 
